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Augustus Anthony Alzina Jr. spent the first few years of his life in New Orleans. His mother moved his family to Houston after Hurricane Katrina to get distance from a troubled life led by his crack-addicted father and stepfather. In 2007, while in her early teens, Alzina uploaded covers of songs by Musik
Soulchild and Lyfe Jennings that covered thousands of views on YouTube. His home situation deteriorated and he returned to New Orleans. The shooting death of his brother was a disturbing call. Motivated to develop his talent as a singer, he moved to Atlanta in 2011 and produced several mixtapes,
such as Product and August Alshin University, over the next year. In early 2013, Alzina released I Luv This - her Def Jam debut - as the first single from The Product 2, host of DJ Drama. Ep for Def Jam, Downtown: Life Under the Gun and then in August 2013. I Luv This subsequently reached number 13
in R&amp;A. B/hip-hop charted billboard and moved into the Hot 100, where it reached number 48. The follow-up single Ghetto featuring Rich Homie Kuan reached 37 g.v./hip-hop. Alsina's proper debut album, Testimony, arrived in April 2014 with performances from Rick Ross, Push T and Fabolus, and
reached the second 4th date of the Billboard 200. By the end of the year, he also had a couple of high-profile appearances under his belt with DJ Khaled's Hold You Down and Kevin Gates's I Don't Get Tired. The singer was also hospitalized due to seizures and diagnosed with degenerative eye disease,
but he was not on the side for a long time. His second album, This Thing Called Life, was released in December 2015 and entered the Billboard 200 at number 14, moved on with singles such as Why I Do It (with Lil Wayne) and the Sony Cry chart. Alshina was relatively quiet over the next year. He made
several guest appearances, especially on DJ Khaled Do You Mind. Half a dozen singles were scattered over the next two years. Recently independent in 2018, he founded his own label Shake the World with distribution from Human Re Sources, and built a foreboding for his third album with singles
Forever and a Day, an EP that landed in February 2019. After another series of singles in mid-2020, Alsina released her third album, The Product III: stateofEMERGEncy. The 90-minute set included Juicy J, Lil Wayne and Tink among its artists, and reached its Peak Billboard 200 at number 48. ~ Andy
Kellman, RoviPage 2 Some growing up, St. Petersburg, Virginia native Tremaine Aldon Neverson loved hip-hop, but the only R&amp;A; B he could get in was R. Kelly. However, when his friends heard his perfect tenor voice, they pushed him to give up rap and start crooking. Trey won numerous talent
shows and at one point through his stepfather met Troy Taylor, who worked behind the scenes with artists such as Patti LaBelle, SWV and B2K. Taylor urged Trey to finish high school first and then they could talk about music career. Trey earned a degree and immediately moved to New Jersey to work
with Taylor. The singer soon appeared as a sideman on the eponymous debut of Kevin Little and Trick Daddy's Thug Matrimony, and hit out on his own with Pro Game, a solo cut for the Coach Carter soundtrack. As he worked on his debut album - amid additional work with Lil' Kim, Trina and Snoop Dogg
- Trey released some street mixtapes under his pseudonym, Prince of Virginia. His due debut, performed and promising I Gotta Make It, was released by Atlantic in July 2005. Featuring from Aretha Franklin and productions from Taylor, Hosted by Noyce and Warryn Campbell, it debuted at number 20 on
the Billboard 200. Follow-up Trey Day, released in October 2007, raised his profile through collaborations with R. Kelly, Dania, Stargate and Jimmy Jam & Terry Lewis, among others. It debuted at number 11, and its Can't Help But Wait - Trey's biggest single up to this point - was nominated for a Grammy
in the Best Male R&R&amp;A category. B Vocal Performance. Four Top Ten R&amp;A singles B/hip-hop helped make Ready, released in August 2009, Trey's first album with RIAA gold certification. Some of the album's songs, such as I Characterized Sex and the platinum Say Aah, were among his most
recent moments, while his character and sense of flux became singular enough to reduce the number of comparisons to R. Kelly and Usher. Seth was nominated for a Grammy in the Best Modern R&amp;A category B album. September 2010 brought passion, pain &amp;; Fun. Thanks to Nicki Minaj's
bottoms up collaboration, it has also been certified by the RIAA. The five-track EP Inevitable was released in November 2011 as a stopgap to the singer's fifth album. In the August 2012 release, Chapter V debuted at number one, featured poems from T.I., Lil Wayne and Rick Ross, and was singled out
by Heart Attack, Trey's third Grammy-nominated record, this time for Best R&R&amp;; B Song. Up to this point, Songz's own performances - from Twist Girls Tonite to J.K. Rowling's gold . In 2013, he contributed to another Gold Juicy J single, Bounce It, which appeared in the Texas Chainsaw Massacre
films 3-D and Baggage Claim, and produced his sixth studio album. First tenth R&amp;A hit B Na Na and Smartphones was released in early 2014 as the first single from June's Trigga, which entered the Billboard 200 at the very top. By 2015, several interim releases were released, including Intermission
I &amp; II and reboot the Trigga edition, which eventually became the singer's third platinum album. An unofficial EP with Rapper Fabolous, Trappy New Years, has been released on its own as of 2016. In March 2017, Tremaine became Songz's seventh proper full length. The following year, he released
the single How Dat Sound, which served as a theme for Blood Brother, a film starring Songz. After November, he celebrated his birthday with a pair of commercial mixtapes, 11 and 28, with Teddy Riley, Ty Dolla $ign and Jeremy among the guest revelers. How Dat Sound was included in the latest tape.
Back home, featuring Summer Walker, arrived in April 2020. Sixth month later, it became the title track of the eighth proper full-length Trey. Featuring another previous track, the protest song 2020 Riots: How Many Times, Back Home continued the singer's top 20 album series. ~ David Jeffreys & Andy
Kellman, RoviPage 3Born Mario DeVar Barrett, Mario began projecting his innate artistry after being discovered by his first manager at age 11. Three years later, the Baltimore native, who grew up singing at church, signed a recording contract with music legend Clive Davis J Records. Mario's self-titled
debut studio album was released in 2002 featuring his top five R&amp;A. B/pop hit Just a Friend 2002, the updated cover of Biz Markie's 1989 pop single. Two years later, Mario revised the upper echelons of the Billboard charts with his sophomore set of Turning Point. The platinum album bounced back
from the melodic two-platinum Hot 100 Let Me Love You chart (nine consecutive weeks), engrained by Ne-Yo. In 2007, it emerged that the album was Crying Out for Me and 2009's D.N.A. This set is the lead single Break Up, with guests Sean Garrett and Gucci Mané also gone gold and reached No 2 on
the Billboard Hot R&amp;A chart. B/Hip-Hop Songs/No 14 at Billboard Hot 100.Page 4Laid-back Washington, D.C.-based R&amp;; B lead singer J. Holiday (born Nahum Grimes) signed with capitol and released Rodney Darkchild Jerkins' single Be with Me in 2006. In October 2007, Back of My Lac
gained great success thanks to the singles Bed and Suffocate, both of which were co-creators of The-Dream and topped the Hot R&amp;A chart. B/Hip-Hop Songs. In February 2007, Capitol re-recorded the album Back of My Lac, which added three tracks to the original sequence, as well as a DVD
containing several videos. Holiday's second album, the more romantic Round 2, was released in March 2009. Instead of repeating the moves, he collaborated on this time with a mostly different set of songwriters and producers, including Maurice The Great Reese Sinclair, Ne-Yo and the Platinum
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